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LAS VEGAS: Chinese makers of televisions,
smartphones and much more were very much
present at the premier Consumer Electronics
Show here, undeterred by their country’s trade
war with the US. “Companies are all capitalists,
and I think everyone is just holding their breath,”
said analyst Patrick Moorhead of Moor Insights
and Strategy. “I think nobody wants to burn any
bridges right now, and almost everybody is act-
ing like there are not any issues.”

Titans such as Huawei, TCL, Skyworth,
Hisense and Lenovo once again had eye-catch-
ing booths on the show floor where throngs of
CES goers checked out their latest innovations.
The number of Chinese exhibitors, overall, was
down slightly with some smaller companies skip-
ping the show, according to Sarah Brown, com-
munications director of the Consumer
Technology Association that runs the annual
gadget extravaganza.

US on roadmap 
TCL showed off new 8K televisions, and

teased a set of new smartphones, one of them
synched to super-fast 5G telecom networks,
aimed specifically at the US market. “We can see
that the relations between China and US are get-
ting better,” TCL overseas business group gen-
eral manager Harry Wu told AFP. “At the same
time we have a supply chain worldwide, no mat-
ter Mexico, Vietnam, India or other countries, we
have plans to support our sells in US.”

Wu held firm that TCL has not changed its

focus or global business plans due to trade ten-
sions between China and the US. TCL has
gained ground fast in the US television market,
and sees an opportunity to take advantage of
growing brand recognition by broadening its
line-up of devices, according to senior vice
president Chris Larson. “TCL is huge in China
but has factories in Mexico, so it ships goods
from Mexico factories to get around tariffs,”
noted Techsponential analyst Avi Greengart.

China-based Skyworth TV has chosen now to
enter the US market with rich, big-screen televi-
sions -one an 8K model priced at $5,999. Skyworth
is a well-established TV brand in its home country.
“Our high-end products are more mature and more
competitive than ever,” said Skyworth chief brand
officer Leo Tang. “We’re confident that with the
strength of our brand and the quality of our prod-
ucts, Skyworth can start gaining more traction in
the US regardless of external challenges.”

CES bigger than US 
Chinese companies were plentiful on the ex-

pansive show-floor at CES, which wraps up
today. Huawei, which has been disparaged by the
US government, had its wares on display as it
has done at CES for years. “The fact that we
have Chinese companies here is encouraging,”
said Creative Strategies technology analyst Car-
olina Milanesi. “So they’re not boycotting and
they see the opportunity. At the end of the day,
for all the brands, it’s about reaching the biggest
addressable market.”

Analysts noted that CES attracts a global
crowd, and even though it takes place in the US
alliances or deals made here could be aimed at
cultivating business elsewhere. “CES is really a
global show, so these companies are sometimes
coming to CES but not with the US market in
mind,” said Brown of the Consumer Technology

Association. Out of an anticipated 170,000 at-
tendees, 60,000 were expected to be from out-
side the US, according to Brown. “For certain, if
you don’t show up for this event, and you are
from China, your potential for getting future
business from the US goes down,” said analyst
Moorhead. —AFP 

Chinese firms push ahead 
at CES despite trade war

Number of overall Chinese exhibitors was down slightly 

LAS VEGAS: The Huawei Mate X foldable smartphone is displayed on Wednesday at the 2020 Consumer Elec-
tronics Show (CES). —AFP

Quibi hopes
‘quick bite’ TV
for phones 
wins viewers 
LAS VEGAS: New streaming service Quibi on
Wednesday provided a glimpse into its bid to win
over smartphone users, vowing to shake up the in-
dustry with original programs lasting less than 10
minutes. Quibi founder Jeffrey Katzenberg said it was
designed for young lifestyles, offering episodes to be
viewed while in a queue or on a break at work. “We
aim to give you big stories in quick bites,” Katzen-
berg said at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas. He billed Quibi - which launches in April - as a
television transformation, taking advantage of smart-
phone features such as location, time of day, and pivoting
from landscape to portrait screens. Katzenberg said all
Quibi content - from comedies to documentaries, sports
and news - was original and being produced “by the
biggest names in Hollywood”.

Created by Katzenberg, a longtime Disney exec-
utive and co-founder of DreamWorks SKG, the app
drew inspiration from Dan Brown’s “The Da Vinci
Code”, which has more than 100 chapters averaging
just five pages each. The idea behind the service that
has the entertainment world abuzz is to attract
younger viewers who are always on the move.

Katzenberg said the platform will treat video story-
telling like books, with longer stories broken into short
chapters. “We are not shrinking TV onto phones,” said
Quibi chief executive Meg Whitman, a former chief of
Hewlett Packard Enterprise. “We are creating the
world’s first platform for mobile video in quick bites.”
Major studios have pledged $1 billion in funding for
the service, which has already attracted Hollywood
names such as Steven Spielberg, Guillermo Del Toro
and Jennifer Lopez. Quibi joins Disney+, HBO Max
(AT&T), Peacock (Comcast) and Apple TV+ among
the players in a streaming war as Americans increas-
ingly become “cord-cutters” - giving up expensive,
often inflexible cable packages for a more a la carte
online experience. Rivals also include titans Netflix
and Amazon Prime, which spend billions of dollars
annually on original shows. Google-owned YouTube
also battles for the attention of video-seeking smart-
phone users. —AFP

Big Tech 
helping transform
autos into 
smartphones
LAS VEGAS: Technology companies trans-
formed smartphones and televisions into con-
tinuous fountains of revenue. Now, big tech
wants to work with automakers to do the same
thing for your car. With the widespread rollout
of autonomous vehicles still years away, the
two industries have converged on the idea of
cars providing services and features delivered
“over the air” - that is, over the same wireless
data networks used by smart phones.

Those services - streaming video, vehicle
performance upgrades, dashboard commerce
- could answer a pressing need for automak-
ers. They need to learn how to milk their
hardware for revenue long after vehicles roll
off dealers’ lots. Tech companies see cars and
the time people spend in them as a new fron-
tier for growth. Both auto and tech compa-
nies used the big CES technology show here
this week to showcase their determination to
make the vision of vehicles as connected rev-
enue machines a reality. Cloud computing gi-

ants Amazon.com Inc and Microsoft Corp
were in the forefront, chasing the opportunity
to manage torrents of data flowing to and
from connected vehicles.  “It’s absolutely
huge,” General Motors Co President Mark
Reuss said in December of the opportunities
to generate revenue after a vehicle is sold by
providing streamed services and over-the-air
upgrades facilitated by GM’s new high-ca-
pacity onboard electrical system.

The pivot comes at a time when global au-
tomakers are looking for fresh revenue
sources as sales slow and as rising costs to
comply with tougher emissions standards
threaten profit margins. Shares of legacy au-
tomakers such as Ford Motor Co and GM
badly lagged broader market indexes in 2019.
The contrast is Tesla Inc, whose market cap
on Wednesday for the first time exceeded
Ford and GM’s combined market values.

Tesla pioneered the model for charging
for over-the-air upgrades, now asking cus-
tomers to pay $6,000 to turn on the full self-
driving option. Other automakers are eager
to try their hand at turning cars into upgrade-
able, revenue-generating gadgets. Chinese
carmaker Byton’s new M-Byte sedan features
a 48-inch screen as a dashboard, as well as a
steering-wheel display and a digital tablet for
passengers. When parked, the car can be an
office, enabling video conference calls, or a
roadside cinema. —Reuters

LAS VEGAS, Nevada: Rob Post, Quibi chief technology of-
ficer, talks about Quibi’s “Turnstyle” at the Quibi keynote
address on Wednesday at the 2020 CES. —AFP


